Pressure control –––––– Pressure control system with process valve

Continuous
gas pressure control
for superior process
reliability

Pressure control –––––– Under continuous control

/ Is the pressure in the tank correct? / Filling or emptying
tanks often presents you with challenges. For example, the
valuable medium must be screened or the exchange of liquid
and air must be compensated for. In many cases, you need
constant overpressure to safeguard product quality. In processes such as fermentation, organisms in the tank are continuously releasing gases. To control the prevailing pressure,
they must be precisely released over time. In this scenario,
hygienic pressure control systems provide maximum safety –
ensuring the pressure in the tank is correct.

Food and beverage producers as well as pharmaceutical and bio-pharmaceutical companies are familiar
with this challenge: If specific liquids are stored
in tanks, the atmosphere in the tank head must be
carefully regulated. The reasons for this are numerous
but the risks abundantly clear – errors lead to the loss
of valuable product and will cause you, the plant
operator, to incur costs.
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Do you want to control the gas pressure in your tanks precisely? Read on
to learn how the Bürkert pressure control system can help you do this.

Pressure control –––––– Challenges

/ Pressure under control / Whether you produce carbonated
water, beer or vaccines: The gas atmosphere in tanks must be
precisely monitored. This is done using pressure control systems. They react to changes of temperature and filling volume
as well as to chemical reactions in the tank. During cleaning
and sterilisation processes, the systems must cope with CIP
liquid and high temperatures.
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The fermentation processes used in the production of
medicines and vaccines are subject to the strictest
requirements and are often time-consuming. The
fermentation process is repeated numerous times but the
yield is low, which explains why the products are expensive
and must not be contaminated.
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During the process, CO₂ is released and gases such as N₂
or O₂ are added. To guarantee the quality of the final
product, optimum gas pressure control is required.
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Beverage producers often have their own sources of
ground water on site. For fillers and bottlers of natural
carbonated mineral water, it is important that the water
does not lose carbon dioxide during storage and bottling.

Any loss of carbon dioxide would impair the taste of the
natural mineral water and reduce its quality. To ensure
efficient operation, it is therefore essential to guarantee
the optimum pressure in the tanks.

Pharmaceutical production processes involve filling
products whose fragile molecules or cells must remain
intact. If conventional pumps are used during this
process, their centrifugal force can damage the delicate

ingredients. To ensure the quality of the product, the filling
process can be carried out with the help of pressure
control instead.

Food/beverage producers and
pharmaceutical/bio-pharmaceutical companies

Pressure control –––––– Solution

/ For better process reliability / The pressure control system
meets hygienic requirements and regulates the gas pressure
precisely and reliably. However, this not only applies to
inert gas applications but to all pressurised and filling
applications. Long downtimes and high maintenance costs
due to corrosion are a thing of the past thanks to the robust
design. On the other hand, plant availability and productivity
increase.

Pressure control system

Better process reliability

Precise filling

Since the response time is decisive, we have integrated the
functionality directly in the system. The signal from the
controller reaches the actuator in half the time – thereby
improving the reliability of your process.

No matter how full or empty your tank is: The pressure on the
product can be so finely adjusted that a precisely dosed
volume is filled at all times.

Reduced maintenance workload
Optimum pressure control
Stable gas pressure control protects sensitive media against
the ingress of air. With the Bürkert solution, you can maintain
the ideal overpressure in every situation, even if the tank is
moving.

The compact system solution can be attached directly to the
tank. During cleaning, the components are not damaged –
this saves maintenance costs and guarantees constant
performance throughout the product life cycle.

Pressure control –––––– Fast response time

/ The response time is key / To guarantee high process reliability, the
response time plays a primary role. We have integrated the functionality directly in the system; the signal from the controller reaches the
actuator in half the time. The control heads with integrated process
controllers are not only fully automated. They also ensure preventive
maintenance, are long-lasting and impervious to chemical flushing
procedures.
Whether you are in the bio-pharmaceutical or food and beverage
industry, we offer a system solution tailored to your requirements.
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Example calculation

Up to now, the customer used a conventional tank pressure controller with multiple valves,
sensors and a controller to monitor the pressure control. Since independent components are
used, the controller takes 2 seconds to process the signals. The compact pressure control
system lowers the response time to less than 200 ms, making it ten times faster and maximising
process reliability.
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Example of a tank-blanketing system for the
bio-pharmaceutical sector
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Gas control system for tank blanketing in the
production of food and beverages

10 x

faster – the
Bürkert solution optimises your
processes

Pressure control –––––– Simple cleaning

/ Cleaning or sterilising containers / CIP media, water,
acids or lyes are used to clean the containers. The spray
balls ensure that water reaches all surfaces. During sterilisation, steam is added to the containers, thus increasing the
temperature to 130°C. The components used must withstand
these conditions.
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With the conventional solution, the system must be replaced 1
to 6 times annually due to wear. This results in costs of
replacements, plant downtime and repairs.
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Proportional valves do not
generally withstand aggressive CIP media
– the lubricant is gradually worn away.
This reduces the valve's performance and
reliability.

Example calculation

Up to now, the customer used a conventional tank pressure controller with a single valve whose
piston had to be lubricated. During each cleaning cycle, lubricant was worn away. The coefficient
of friction increased and made the valve behave unpredictably – resulting in a high maintenance
workload.
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Performance after
several cleaning cycles

1x

per year

Costs of replacement device EUR 7,000
+ costs of
plant downtime
+ costs of
repair time

Replaced

6x

per year

Costs of replacement device EUR 42,000
+ costs of
plant downtime
+ costs of
repair time

The system has operated

2014

The Bürkert solution
The bellow control valve is a pneumatically actuated
process valve with a single-acting diaphragm actuator.
A PTFE bellow guarantees reliable separation of medium
and actuator. The materials used and the design of the
media chamber permit its use in hygienic or aggressive
conditions. The control valve can be thoroughly and
easily cleaned.
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Pressure control system
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with
no maintenance workload.
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